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Comparison of the Directional Survey Calculation Methods Applied on a Real Well Data
IZVLEČEK V SLOVENSKEM JEZIKU
Že na začetku naftne industrije je bilo pomembno, kako določiti položaj točke v vrtini, čeprav
so bile takrat vrtine večinoma vertikalne. Danes je načrtovan položaj vrtine ključnega
pomena, saj so vrtine zahtevne in zelo drage. Vertikalnih vrtin praktično ni več, trajektorije so
vse od klasičnih horizontalnih vrtin pa do vrtin v obliki S.
Da bi bil položaj vrtine jasen, se uporabljajo različni merilni instrumenti, ki delujejo na
drugačnem principu, a nam podajo dve ključni meritvi: inklinacijo in azimut. Dolžina vrtine je
vedno znana, tako da s temi podatki lahko določimo 3D-položaj vsake točke. Za določanje
položaja točke je možno uporabiti več metod, najbolj uporabljene so opisane in primerjane v
tem delu. Šest metod je bilo primerjanih v štirih scenarijih.
Ker je gostota podatkov, ki so na voljo, velikokrat nizka, smo prikazali razliko med
metodami, ko vzamemo vsako, vsako drugo, vsako tretjo in vsako peto meritev. Metode so
bile primerjane po celotni dolžini vrtine na principu relativnih razlik in vizualizirane s
pomočjo CAD programa.
Tangencialna metoda največ odstopa od drugih metod in je zato neprimerna za uporabo.
Metoda povprečja kotov in uravnana tangencialna metoda sta najboljši metodi za uporabo na
terenu, medtem ko sta metodi krožnega in spiralnega loka najbolj primerni za uporabo na
računalniku.
Ključne besede: primerjava metod, položaj 3D-točke, relativna razlika, trajektorija
vrtine.
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ABSTRACT
The trajectory of a wellbore has been an important factor since the first commercial wells
have been drilled. Because of technology development, complexity of wells drilled has
increased. Nowadays, wells are rarely drilled vertically, but are rather horizontal, S-shape, or
any other shape needed to successfully reach the reservoir. To provide information about the
actual wellpath, survey tools are used. The tools work on different principles, but they provide
the same two major pieces of information: the azimuth and inclination. With the measured
depth known at any time, the number of measurements is sufficient to determine each of the
survey station’s coordinates with the help of a directional survey calculation method. Because
the methods differ from each other, the proper comparison from real well data was done in the
thesis. The tangential, balanced tangential, average angle, radius of curvature, minimum
curvature, and helical arc method were compared. The methods were compared with the
introduction of relative differences, where each or every second, every third, or every fifth
survey station is taken into consideration. In the comparison, relative differences over the
length of the wellbore between the methods were used. As a result, the tangential method was
found to be inappropriate for its use in any circumstances because it differs from any other
method from four to 12% at its maximum. Average angle or balanced tangential methods are
the best methods to use for the field application. On the contrary, minimum curvature or
helical arc method should be used for the computer calculations. In brief, a proper method
should be chosen for any application because inappropriate method could affect our target
position which could lead to missing the target position.
Key words: directional survey methods, methods comparison, relative difference between the
methods.
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ŠIRŠI POVZETEK VSEBINE
Že v začetku vrtanja vrtin v naftni industriji je bilo pomembno, kako določiti položaj dejanske
vrtine. V preteklosti so bile vrtine večinoma vertikalne, saj ni bilo tehnologije, ki bi
omogočala deviacijo, niti ni bilo potrebe po horizontalnih vrtinah, saj so bila nahajališča nafte
in plina lahko dostopna v vertikalni smeri. Z rastočo porabo nafte in plina je bilo lahko
dostopnih nahajališč vedno manj. Pojavila se je potreba po vrtinah, ki niso vertikalne, saj je
bilo očitno, da se s takim načinom lahko povečata proizvodnja kot tudi učinkovitost. Potreba
po določanju točke v vrtini je postala tako še višja in razvilo se je vedno več orodij, ki lahko
določijo položaj točke v vrtini.
Na začetku so se uporabljali samo magnetometri, uporabljali so se večinoma zato, da so
potrdili vertikalnost vrtine. Okoli leta 1970 se je po razvoju tehnologije pojavil žiroskop. Oba
se še vedno uporabljata danes, ampak z nekaj izboljšavami. V današnji praksi so na voljo tudi
druga, bolj tehnološko dovršena orodja, kot so MWD (angl. Measurement While Drilling),
telemetrija, LWD (angl. Logging While Drilling).
Od vseh omenjenih orodij pridobimo podatke, ki so bolj ali manj jasni. Osnovni podatki, ki
jih instrument za določanje pozicije točke mora izmeriti, sta azimut (odklon od severa, v
stopinjah) in inklinacija (vertikalni odklon, v stopinjah). Da lahko določimo 3D-koordinate,
potrebujemo tudi dolžino, ki jo izmerimo z dolžino vrtalnih cevi, ki jih imamo v vrtini. Treba
je vedeti, da je dolžina zelo nenatančna meritev, ker je zelo odvisna od človeškega faktorja.
Pridobljene podatke je treba interpretirati – čeprav so se orodja razvila in se še razvijajo,
metode za računanje pozicije točke ostajajo v principu podobne.
Izbira pravilne metode je pomembna odločitev za vrtalca, podjetje in samo industrijo.
Napačna oziroma nenatančna izbira metode lahko vpliva na višje stroške, zgrešen cilj ali v
najslabšem primeru povzroči nesrečo, v kateri lahko zadenemo bližnjo vrtino.
Obstaja veliko literature o metodah, ki so se postopoma razvijale. Wilson (1968a) je
predstavil Radius of Curvature metodo, za katero je trdil, da bi izboljšala interpretacijo
položaja točk v vrtini. Trdil je tudi, da naj bi metoda odstranila nekatere napake, ki jih ima
tangentna metoda. Pokazal je še, da tangentna metoda sešteva napake na vsaki točki in kot
rezultat lahko prikaže velika odstopanja.
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Taylor in drugi (1972) so prvič predstavili Minimum Curvature metodo in jo primerjali s
trikotno, sekantno in kvadratno metodo. Zaključki so, da je Minimum Curvature metoda
veliko bolj zanesljiva kot primerjane metode.
Walstrom in drugi (1972) so objavili izravnano tangentno metodo (angl. Balanced Tangential
Method) in predstavili analizo napak oziroma natančnost metode. V članku so zaključili, da
ima največji vpliv slučajna napaka in ne napaka v modelu. Objavljena metoda se je izkazala
za preprosto in dovolj natančno.
Callas (1976) je prvič predstavil Helical Arc metodo za računanje koordinat vrtine. Metodo je
primerjal z drugimi znanimi metodami, predvsem pa se je osredotočil na primerjavo s
Circular Arc metodo, ki so jo predhodno izpeljali Taylor in drugi (1972).
METODOLOGIJA
Metode, ki sem jih v magistrski nalogi primerjal, so:


tangentna metoda (angl. Tangential Method),



izravnana tangentna metoda (angl. Balanced Tangential Method),



metoda povprečja kotov (angl. Angle Averaging Method),



metoda polmera ukrivljenosti (angl. Radius of Curvature Method),



metoda krožnega loka (angl. Minimum Curvature Method ali Circular Arc Method),



metoda spiralnega loka (angl. Helical Arc Method).

V naslednjih odstavkih bom na kratko opisal metodologijo metod in podal enačbe za njihov
izračun.
Tangentna metoda (angl. Tangential Method)
Tangentna metoda spada med bolj preproste metode. Metoda predpostavlja, da sta inklinacija
in azimut konstantna med dvema točkama, kar pomeni, da metoda upošteva le azimut in
inklinacijo spodnje točke (i + 1). Zaradi njene preprostosti se metoda uporablja predvsem na
terenu za približno določanje pozicije. (Buorguyne idr., 1986) Koordinate po tej metodi so
določene s pomočjo enačb 3 – 6.
Izravnana tangentna metoda (angl. Balanced Tangential Method)
Izravnana tangentna metoda temelji na tangentni metodi – z razliko, da upošteva obe točki.
Azimut in inklinacijo zgornje točke upošteva za prvo polovico razdalje med točkama, za
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drugo polovico razdalje upošteva azimut in inklinacijo spodnje točke. Metoda je preprosta,
zato se pogosto uporablja na terenu. Treba je upoštevati, da je to še vedno linearna metoda.
Koordinate točke v vrtini po izravnani tangentni metodi se določijo po enačbah 53 – 56.
(Mitchell, 2006)
Metoda povprečja kotov (angl. Average Angle Method)
Metoda povprečja kotov je bila uporabljena v ZDA, na Kitajskem in tudi v Rusiji. Izpeljana je
bila kot alternativa tangentni metodi. Prednost te metode je, da je še bolj preprosta in relativno
natančna v primerjavi z drugimi metodami. (Ruqiang, 1982)
Metoda dejansko povpreči azimut in inklinacijo od zgornje in spodnje točke. Dolžina med
dvema točkama je dejanska dolžina. Koordinate te metode se izračunajo s pomočjo enačb 7 –
9.
Metoda polmera ukrivljenosti (angl. Radius of Curvature Method)
Metoda je bila izpeljana v 60. letih. Za razliko od prejšnjih metod metoda polmera
ukrivljenosti predvideva krivuljo v horizontalni kot tudi v vertikalni projekciji, torej metoda
ni linearna. (Wilson 1968a)
Trajektorija vrtine je dejansko krožni lok, ki ji pripada določen valj. Koordinate te metode se
izračunajo s pomočjo enačb 40 – 43.
Metoda krožnega loka (angl. Minimum Curvature Method)
Metoda upošteva azimut in inklinacijo tako zgornje kot spodnje točke in predpostavlja
ukrivljeno trajektorijo. Metoda izračuna sferični lok med dvema točkama z upoštevanjem
faktorja RF in faktorja ukrivljenosti vrtine (DL). Metoda je podobna izravnani tangentni
metodi z dodatkom RF faktorja. Koordinate te metode se izračunajo s pomočjo enačb 59 – 61.
(Gerlitz, 20014)
Metoda spiralnega loka (angl. Helical Arc Method)
Pri tej metodi se predpostavlja, da točke sledijo spirali, ki se prilaga valju. To je edina metoda,
ki upošteva tri točke. Za izračun spirale na segmentu k potrebujemo točke k – 1, k in k + 1.
Vsaki kombinaciji teh treh točk pripada cilinder (prikazano na Figure 11). Koordinate točke k
+ 1 lahko izračunamo s pomočjo enačb 95 – 97. (Callas, 1976)
REZULTATI IN DISKUSIJA
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V tem poglavju je bila narejena analiza med vsemi uporabljenimi metodami. Analiza je bila
narejena med vsako metodo, torej 15 kombinacij. V analizi smo uporabili relativne razlike na
celotni vrtini za vsako kombinacijo metod. Pozneje so bile vse metode vizualizirane s
pomočjo CAD programa. Za vsako kombinacijo smo uporabili štiri scenarije, in sicer kadar
vzamemo vsako, vsako drugo, vsako tretjo in vsako peto meritev.
Na Slikah 12 in 13 so prikazane relativne razlike, ko vzamemo vsako meritev. Takoj je jasno,
da tangencialna metoda najbolj izstopa, zato jo je smiselno skriti in analizirati preostale
metode, kar je prikazano na Sliki 13. Druge metode so dokaj konsistentne, največ se
razlikujeta metoda povprečja kotov in metoda spiralnega loka z maksimalno razliko 0,25
odstotka. Najmanjša razlika je med metodo krožnega loka in metodo spiralnega loka. Na
Slikah 14 in 15 opazimo podoben trend; z razliko, da tangencialna metodo še bolj izstopa:
okoli štiri odstotke. Druge metode se razlikujejo v območju od nič do 0,25 odstotka.
V primerih, ko vzamemo vsako tretjo in vsako peto točko, se razlike še povečujejo.
Tangencialna metoda se v zadnjem primeru razlikuje že za več kot 12 odstotkov od vseh
preostalih metod, kar pomeni, da metoda ni primerna za uporabo. Več od preostalih se
razlikujejo vse kombinacije z metodo ukrivljenosti, ki znaša v primeru, ko vzamemo vsako
peto točko, približno pet odstotkov. Metoda povprečja kotov, uravnana tangencialna metoda,
metoda krožnega loka in metoda spiralnega loka se razlikujejo v območju med nič in enim
odstotkom.
Rezultati, ki so opisani zgoraj, potrjujejo grafični prikaz s pomočjo CAD programa. Na vsaki
sliki se jasno vidi, da ima tangencialna metoda največja odstopanja, medtem ko so preostale
metode dokaj konsistentne.
ZAKLJUČEK
Po zgornji analizi lahko naredimo naslednje zaključke:
1. tangencialna metoda pod nobenim pogojem ni primerna za uporabo,
2. uravnana tangencialna metoda ali metoda povprečij kotov se zaradi preprostosti in
zadovoljivega rezultata priporoča za uporabo na terenu,
3. metoda spiralnega loka ali metoda krožnega loka sta primerni za uporabo računanja na
računalniku. Metodi sta konsistentni in se minimalno razlikujeta. Ker pa se
uporabljena vrtina bolj prilega metodi krožnega loka, lahko rečemo, da je v splošnem
metoda spiralnega loka boljša.
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INTRODUCTION

Since the first commercial wells were drilled, directional surveys have taken place in the oil
and gas industry. In the beginning, mostly vertical wells were drilled, but after technology
improvement and increase in knowledge took place, more and more deviated wells were
drilled. During the past two decades, not many absolutely vertical wells have been drilled.
The wells have become very complex therefore good directional survey tools and methods are
needed.
At first, magnetic survey instruments were used. Mostly, they were used only to make sure
that the well is not deviated from vertical trajectory. The instruments development had
progressed and in 1970 the gyroscope appeared. With some technology improvement, both
instruments are still in use nowadays. Additionally, in today’s oil and gas industry, other tools
such as MWD and telemetry are used. However, interpretation of received downhole position
data has stayed almost the same. Calculations have been improved during decades, but in
principle the methods are still the same. (Buorgoyne et al., 1986)
Choosing the right method to calculate well trajectory is an important issue concerning not
only directional drillers, but industry and companies itself. The use of a wrong directional
survey method may result in higher costs, not hitting the pay zone or, in worst case scenario,
hitting the offset well due to poor directional survey calculation and hence, not accurate anticollision analysis. Therefore, an appropriate method should be used.
There is an extensive literature available about directional survey calculation methods. Wilson
(1968a) reviewed radius of curvature method for which he claimed that is the improved
procedure for performing calculations with the survey data obtained. He also found out that
the radius of curvature method can eliminate inherent errors in vertical depth, horizontal
departure, direction coordinates, and dogleg severity that occur when tangential method is
applied. Wilson (1968b) also observed that tangential method causes small incremental, but
significantly large cumulative errors in calculated vertical depth and horizontal departure.
Consequently, horizontal departure can be longer or shorter than actual departure and
operations performed with the calculated length lead to further error.
Taylor et al. (1972) introduced the minimum curvature method and compared it with
triangular, secant, and quadratic method. They concluded that well survey calculations can be
improved by using a three–dimensional space curve to represent the wellbore. They suggested
1
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using a parametric form of the equations of the curve. They found, what they called “excellent
agreement” between real and synthetic data by the use of minimum curvature method and
quadratic method.
Walstrom et al. (1972) published the principle of balanced tangential method for the first
time. In this publication, they also introduced error analysis and compared five models. They
derived some data which can be used as a guide to provide reasonable limits on average
model error in feet. Their conclusion was that balanced tangential method was found very
efficient and had been in use for more than three years.
Walstrom et al. (1972) did an error analysis between various directional survey methods.
Additionally, they applied all models to several calibration-type wellbores for which bottom
hole coordinates were known precisely from analytical considerations. They concluded that
the terminal angle method should be abandoned because it is grossly susceptible to error.
Furthermore, they claim that most of the error in calculated coordinates is generally due to
random errors in the data readings rather than to errors inherent in the model. Balanced
tangential method was considered the most efficient method in their research. A mathematical
analysis of errors in directional survey calculations were also made by Harvey et al. (1971).
Minimum curvature method or circular arc method was further improved by Zaremba (1973)
and became convenient for use. He stated that this method eliminates the abrupt changes in
direction of the tangent to wellbore. In the mentioned article, he claimed that calculations are
too tedious for a routine hard work and therefore, he proposed the necessary code. He
compared methods, especially compared to the tangential projection method and he found out
that most likely the elimination of discontinuities in tangent direction results in a better
approximation to bottomhole location than in the tangential method. Furthermore, the method
was improved by Blythe (1975).
Callas (1976) presented algorithms for computing directional surveys with a helical method.
He also compared helical method with circular arc method. The algorithm he developed is
based on assumptions that measurement stations are closely approximated by right helical
arcs that exactly fir the directional data. Additionally, he claimed that helical method can be
considered a three point integration method.
The 3D method to handle the calculation of well paths that have both changes of azimuth and
changes of inclination was published by William (1981). He derived the method which is
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based on general radius of curvature equations. The proposed method can be applied to slantwell or S-well configuration.
An improved angle averaging method for directional survey calculation was proposed by
Ruqiang (1982). The method was theoretically proven to be more accurate than angle
averaging model or other models such as balanced tangential method. He claimed that this
method can be used in the field with a programmable calculator.
Martinez (1992) developed a computerized system in order to provide the drilling engineer
with an advisory tool which recommends changes in the Bottom Hole Assemblies (BHA).
Apart from database about BHA’s, the computerized applications developed to calculate and
plot the path of the borehole was achieved.
Sawaryn and Thorogood (2003) proposed a compendium of directional calculations based on
the minimum curvature method. They concluded that vector methods are a useful tool for 3D
directional calculations and often result in simpler expressions compared with other means,
thus their use is recommended.
Liu et al. (2008, pp.2) wrote: “The engineering standards in the industry (Liu et al., 2003)
routinely use the radius of curvature method (or cylinder helix method) and minimum
curvature method for simulating and calculating a drilled wellbore trajectory. The radius of
curvature method is more suitable for describing a wellbore trajectory drilled in the rotary
mode, and the minimum curvature method is more suitable for describing the sections drilled
in the slide drilling mode (Han, 1989). The results of various calculations show that there is a
considerable deviation among the different methods of calculation for a directional or
horizontal well. Consequently, it is important to improve the precision and reliability of
survey calculations. Although, the most precise method of calculating a wellbore generally
requires more calculations than other, less-accurate methods, the wider use of computers in oil
fields now eliminates this concern as an obstacle (Li and Shi, 2001).”
Many authors researched reliability problem related to directional survey data or to magnetic
directional survey data (Ekseth et al., 2006 and Nyrnes et al., 2005).
Stromhaug (2014) presented a software model, the calculation model and the functions. He
also researched different directional survey methods and found out that the minimum
curvature method is the main method that is used during drilling operations therefore, it’s well
suited to calculate the drilled wellpath as this method is easy to use and gives acceptable
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results. Constant turn rate method presented by Planeix and Fox. (Michele Y. Planeix, 1979)
was also used. For this method, the author claims that the method gives accurate results and
shows little error, but has other limitations which were described in the thesis.
However, one of the motivations for writing this thesis is that there is lack of the proper
comparison of the most used methods if different sequence of input data is used. This thesis
will summarise most used methods in the industry and compare them on real well data.
Comparison will be made for different density of input data with a help of relative
differences. Well trajectories will also be visualized so that direct comparison of the methods
will be observed. Furthermore, the results are going to be discussed and proper conclusions
will be made.
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2

METHODOLOGY

2.1

FUNDAMENTALS AND TERMINOLOGY

Before the methods are described, it is necessary to look at some fundamentals and
terminology which will appear later in the thesis.

Figure 1: Measurement paramaters of a directional well. (Farah, 2013)

Directional drilling is the methodology for directing a wellbore along a predetermined
trajectory to a target as shown on Figure 1. Vertical wells are usually defined as wells with an
inclination within 5°. Wells with an inclination greater than 60°are referred to as highly
deviated wells. Wells with a section having an inclination greater than 85°for a significant
distance (can be much longer than true vertical depth) are called horizontal wells. The basic
terminology used in the thesis is as follows (Farah, 2013):


Azimuth: The angle (°) between the north direction and the plane containing the
vertical line through the wellhead and the vertical line through the target.
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Build-up rate: The build-up rate (°/30m) is the rate at which the angle is built.
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Drop-off point: The depth where the wellbore angle begins to drop off (i.e. tending to
vertical).



Displacement: The horizontal distance (m) between the vertical lines passing through
the target and the wellhead.



Inclination or drift angle: Angle (°) which measures deviation of trajectory from the
vertical line.



Kick-off point (KOP): The depth at which the well is deviated from the vertical.



Measured depth (MD): Depth (length) of the well path.



Tangent section: Section of a well where the well path is maintained at a certain
inclination, with the intent of advancing in both TVS and vertical section.



True vertical depth (TVD): Vertical distance between kelly bushing or rotary table and
survey point.



2.2

Well path: The trajectory of a directionally drilled well in three dimensions.

DOGLEG SEVERITY

One of the important parameters is also called dogleg severity. Because it can be sometimes
unclear what it actually means, and it will be briefly explained in next paragraphs. Basically,
dogleg severity describes the overall angle change of the curve in 100 ft of a wellpath.
Therefore, it is given in degrees per 100 feet or in degrees per 30 m. It can be calculated by
following equation:
(1)

Where

is an overall angle change and L is the length of a wellpath. The parameter itself has

great importance in the industry since it has a direct effect to the bending forces and other
limitations such as stuck pipe problem, drill pipe failure, casing wear or even wellbore
stability. Because wellbore must be stable at any time it can often happen that wellpath will be
chosen in a way that dogleg severity is as small as possible. (Stromhaug, 2014)
Because dogleg severity is not only an inclination change, but it changes when azimuth
changes. The proper equation was developed by Lubinski (1987):
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(2)
√
Where

(

)

(

is the increment between two survey stations and

)
,

and

,

are

inclination and azimuth at lower and upper survey stations, respectively. With this equation,
dogleg severity can be determined at any point of interest.

2.3

METHODS

On the next pages, all the methods will be briefly described as well as equations will be given.
2.3.1

Tangential Method

The simplest and quite common method, which was used for years is the tangential method.
The method assumes that wellbore course of the segment has a constant inclination and
azimuth, as they are at the lower survey station. The inclination and azimuth from the upper
survey is not considered. (Buorgoyne et al., 1986)

Figure 2: Schematic of tangential method principle (Modified after Farah, 2013).
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It is clear that this method may be the least accurate so far. This will be investigated and
discussed in the next chapter.
If the section length is considered as

, then the equations can be

written as follows (Buorgoyne et al., 1986):
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

Figure 3: Tangential method schematic in 2D.

2.3.2

Average Angle Method

The average angle method was used in USA, China, and Soviet Union and it was developed
as an alternative for the tangential method. Its main advantage is simplicity and it is
reasonably accurate compared with other models. (Ruqiang, 1982)
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This method simply averages the angles of inclination and the azimuth at the two survey
stations. This is then assumed well path, with a length equal to the actual course length
between two stations. (Buorgoyne et al., 1986)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
In some literature

is also described as the course deviation.

Figure 4: Average angle method calculation principle (Modified after Farah, 2013).
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2.3.3

Radius of Curvature Method

The radius of curvature method was introduced in late 60s. The method is employed to
compute vertical depth, horizontal departure, and direction coordinates from measured values
of well depth, inclination angle, and direction angle (azimuth). In this method, the wellbore is
assumed to be a smooth curve in either or both vertical and horizontal projections. Each
segment of the measured depth is defined by data obtained at both ends of the segment.
(Wilson, 1968a).
The purpose of the figure below is to help visualize the problem. Simple derivation can be
made as follows.

Figure 5: The radius of curvature method schematic in both projections. (Modified after Stromhaug,
2014)

First, wellpath can be described as a circular arc in both the horizontal and vertical plane, with
radius Rh and Rv, respectively. Both arcs are illustrated on the figure above. Second, the
circular arc is tangential to the inclination and azimuth in both stations and forms a circular
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arc between the two stations. Therefore, the well path can be described as a circular arc in
vertical plain which is wrapped around a right cylinder. (Stromhaug, 2014)

Figure 6: Assumption of the radius of curvature method - wellpath fitted onto a cyclinder. (Farah, 2013)

The radius in the vertical plane can be calculated using the following equation (Stromhaug,
2014):
(11)

(

(12)

)

The vertical difference of depth can be described as:
(13)

By substituting
(

)

(14)

The radius in the horizontal plane can be similarly described as the one in the vertical plane:
(

)

(15)
(16)
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By substituting

and

the north departure is as follows:
(

)

(

)

(17)

(

)

(18)

The same procedure is done for east departure which yields:
(

)

Figure 7: Vertical depth and horizontal departure by radius of curvature method. (Modified after Wilson
1968)

It is unclear why factor

is not considered in the argument of the trigonometrical functions.

Therefore, it is more transparent if the angles are written in radians. The equations transform
into a simpler form (Vulić, 2014):
(19)
(20)
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(21)
Considering that displacement can be written like:
(22)
Then, the equations take form:
(23)
(24)
(25)
It is clearly visible that equations above are not defined when

and when

. For

this reason, the equations can be written as:
(26)

(27)

(28)

And if the limits are solved for equations above:
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(29)

(30)

To omit the “if” function, the known function (a=b) is included:
(31)

{
Thus,

(32)
(

)
(33)

(

The same procedure is done for

)

, hence:
(34)

(

)
(35)

(

)

If a few terms are simplified as
+

+
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Then final equations are as follows:
+(

)

+(

+

+

)

(

Furthermore, if function “sn” is defined as

(37)

)

(

(36)

)

(38)
(39)

, then equations result in

+

forms:
+

(41)

+
+
+

2.3.4

(40)

(42)
(43)

Balanced Tangential Method

Balanced tangential method is modified tangential method and it takes the direction of the
upper station for the first half of the course length, then that of the lower station for the second
half can substantially reduce the errors in that method. Because of this modification, the
method is known as balanced tangential method. The method is very simple and therefore has
been widely used in the fields. (Mitchell, 2006)
Balanced tangential method can be summarized by following three computational steps
(Walstrom et al., 1972):
Step 1: The terminal angle tangential method should be used and bottomhole coordinates X,
Y, and Z developed. This procedure assumes that the angles of inclination and azimuth
measured at the bottom of a station interval hold throughout that interval.
Step 2: The process should be repeated, but this time the upper inclination and azimuth
angles should be used which yields a new set of coordinates X’, Y’, and Z’.
Step 3: Final solution for bottomhole coordinates can be computed as follows:
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(44)
(45)
(46)

or, more explicitly:
∑ [

]

∑ [

]

∑ [

]

(47)

(48)

(49)

The bottomhole coordinates are thus the means of the bottomhole coordinate derived from
two strictly linear segment models.
Further, this model can be reinterpreted as a single strictly linear segment model with n+1
linear segments in which the individual elements defined by triads *,

*, *, are constituted

as follows:
{

+

so that
∑

∑

(50)

(51)
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∑

(52)

It is apparent that the balanced tangential method is a vector averaging method because the
contribution to the well calculated coordinates from upper and lower survey stations is made
up of the average of two vectors, one derived from readings at the top survey and the other
from readings at the bottom survey station.
If substitution with nomenclature is made, the final equations yield (Mitchell. 2006):
(53)
(54)
(55)

Figure 8: Schematic of balanced tangetial method principlele (Modified after Farah, 2013).
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2.3.5

Minimum Curvature Method

The minimum curvature method uses the angles at upper and lower survey stations and
assumes a curved wellbore over the course length (Buorgoyne et al., 1986). The method
basically fits a spherical arc between two points by calculating the dog-leg (DL) curvature
from the 3D vectors and scaling by a ratio factor (RF). The method is actually similar to
balanced tangential with the addition of a ratio factor. (Gerlitz, 2004)
With the application of minimum curvature method, interpolation, intersection with a target
plane, toolface, minimum and maximum true vertical depth in a horizontal section, point
closes to a circular arc, survey station to a target position with and without the direction
defined, nudges, and steering runs can be determined. (Sawaryn, 2005)
Calculations used for the method are as follows (Buorgoyne et al., 1986).
The overall angle can be written as:
[

]

(56)

Figure 9: Schematic of the minimum curvature ratio factor, FR or FC.
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As depicted in the figure above, the straight line segments
segments

at points

and

adjoin the curve

. It follows that:

And that
( )

( )

( )

( )

Figure 10: Representation of the minimum curvature method (Modified after Farah, 2013).
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Therefore, the factor of the straight line sections versus the curved section ratios is defined as
RF or FC, where:
(57)

( )

Or, if the

is defined as (Vulić, 2014):
(√

)

Then, FC can be written as follows:
(

(58)

)

If the equations above are taken into the account, then it yields (Buorgoyne et al., 1986):
(59)
(60)
(61)

2.3.6

Basic Derivation of Minimum Curvature Method

The method approximates a wellpath with a succession of tangent continuous, plane circular
arcs. Therefore, alternative (or original) derivation can be done. First, we need to normalize
direction vectors (Vulić, 2014):
(62)
(63)
(64)
Trivially, difference between the coordinates is as follows:
(65)
(66)
(67)
The squared length of the vector can be defined as

and hence angle

can be evaluated from this equation:
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(68)

If

then R can be defined as

and if

then it yields:
(69)

AP difference is derived which gives:
(70)
(71)
(72)

Likewise, the length of this vector can be described

√

, where

. Furthermore, dimensionless ratio p can be calculated:
(73)
(74)
(75)

Finally, end coordinates can be computed:
(76)
(77)
(78)
2.3.7

Helical Arc Method

The helical arc method assumes that the actual borehole segments are closely approximated
by right helical arcs that exactly fit the end points of segments. To fit a helical arc connecting
the k and (k+1) points of a borehole, directional data at three successive points must be taken,
starting with (k-1). As a result, the axial direction and the radius of the defining cylinder upon
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which kth helical arc lies are determined. Therefore, the helical arc method can be considered
as a three point integration method. (Callas, 1976)
To start with the derivation, first direction vectors need to be defined. The method, as said
above, uses three vectors ⃗
point

, ⃗

and ⃗

+

. Additionally,

+

is known assuming that the

, the three directions mentioned above and the length kth segment,

(or

), of

the borehole. (Callas, 1976)
A rigid-motion transformation, T, is postulated here and rotates the helical, spanning the three
points

+

,

and

into a canonical position such that the axis of the helix is parallel to

the z axis. That is,
( ⃗⃗⃗ )

(79)

Where the axial vector ⃗⃗⃗ is the unit vector determined from the three directions ⃗
⃗

+

, ⃗ and

as the solution of the following three linear equations:
( ⃗⃗⃗

⃗ )

(80)

Where the constant A is positive and less than one. Furthermore, the constant A is the value
, where

represents the inclination that any tangent vector to the helix makes with the

vector ⃗⃗⃗ . Because of the need for at least three consecutive directions along the borehole to
compute the vector ⃗⃗⃗ , the first step in this process will require the use of a look-ahead
computation using the vectors ⃗ , ⃗

and ⃗ . But before that, the derivation of the axial

vector ⃗⃗⃗ is presented.
Derivation of the axial vector ⃗⃗⃗ is as follows:
If the components of the vector ⃗⃗⃗ are denoted as
vector ⃗ as

,

and

,

,

and the components of the

then the equation above becomes:
(81)
(82)
+

+

+

(83)
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Figure 11: The helical arc method schematic. (Modified after Callas, 1976)

Defining

, for

and

, then equations above become

the homogeneous linear equations:
(84)
+

+

(85)

+

Care must be taken with the significance of the digits in the above difference expressions
Hence, since wellbores almost always process in a downward direction, it may be assumes
of the vector ⃗⃗⃗ is positive or in other words, it is not equal to

that the z component of

zero. Thus, the pair of equations become:
(86)
+

Where

and

+

exist, and

and
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+

.

If the determinant
,

+

+

is not equal to zero, then the values of u and v
, where

.
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When vector ⃗⃗⃗ is calculated, further steps can be taken. In order to calculate

angle

is the angle between vector ⃗⃗⃗ and ⃗ . That

must be calculated first. As seen on Figure 11,
being said, the angle can be easily calculated as:

⃗⃗⃗ ⃗

(88)

| ⃗ || ⃗⃗⃗ |

If

is the radius of the cylinder upon which the helical arc lies, then
|

Where

|

is the angle (in radians) between the two vectors
⃗

The vector

(89)

and

+

and where:

⃗⃗⃗

(90)

is perpendicular to the axial direction of ⃗⃗⃗ .

The parametric equations of a right helical arc are given by the following equations:
(91)
(92)
|

|

(93)

The desired iteration equation for computing successive helical departures is then:
+

(

)

(94)

S is the inverse transformation of T and the departure components of D are as follows:
(95)
(96)
(97)

Where the vectors
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(⃗ )
(⃗

+

(98)
)

(99)

And the values:
(100)
|
(

|

(101)

)

(102)

( )
If vector ⃗⃗⃗

then transformation S of D is as follows:
(

√(

)) √

(103)

(

√(

)) √

(104)

√

(105)

When departures are calculated, one might get errors under certain circumstances. One of
these circumstances is when inclination (drift angle) is constant. If that is assumed,
be constant which means that

will

is going to be zero. Furthermore, values u and v are zero as

well. Due to that, vector ⃗⃗⃗ will be (0, 0, 1) at any point given. Consequently, vectors ( ⃗ )
and ( ⃗

+

) cannot be calculated because division with zero occurs.

The problem is easily solvable since transformation of any arbitrary vector with vector (0, 0,
1) yields the same arbitrary vector. In this case ( ⃗ )

⃗ and ( ⃗

+

)

⃗

+

. To avoid

this problem function “IF” was used in the calculations. It was set up that way that whenever
u and v yield zero the transformation of the directional vector yields the directional vector.

2.4

RELATIVE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE METHODS

As a result of all the calculations, methods will be compared between each other. The
question is how to do it. There are many possibilities, but in the thesis, relative differences
between the methods were introduced.
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First, the difference between each method coordinates (North, East, TVD) were calculated. In
total, fifteen combinations exist:
1. Tangential method – balanced tangential method (abbr. TA – BT).
2. Tangential method – average angle method (abbr. TA – AA).
3. Tangential method – radius of curvature method (abbr. TA – RC).
4. Tangential method – minimum curvature method (abbr. TA – MC).
5. Tangential method – helical arc method (abbr. TA – HA).
6. Balanced tangential method – average angle method (abbr. BT – AA).
7. Balanced tangential method – radius of curvature method (abbr. BT – RC).
8. Balanced tangential method – minimum curvature method (abbr. BT – MC).
9. Balanced tangential method – helical arc method (abbr. BT – HA).
10. Average angle method – radius of curvature method (abbr. AA – RC).
11. Average angle method – minimum curvature method (abbr. AA – MC).
12. Average angle method – helical arc method (abbr. AA – HA).
13. Radius of curvature method – minimum curvature method (abbr. RC – MC).
14. Radius of curvature method – helical arc method (abbr. RC – HC).
15. Minimum curvature method – helical arc method (abbr. MC – HA).
The above differences yield a vector of differences between two methods. From this vector,
the length of it can be calculated as:
| |
Afterwards, the length of vector

√

(106)
can be divided by the measured depth which yields vector

of relative difference over the wellbore length.
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3

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

All the methods were calculated with the provided real data from INA d.d. The comparison
between the methods will be made by visualization of trajectories as well as the graphical
comparison of relative difference between them. All comparisons are based on four scenarios
if:
1. Every survey station is taken.
2. Every second survey station is taken.
3. Every third survey station is taken.
4. Every fifth survey station is taken.

3.1

WELLBORE PROPERTIES

The wellbore is a typical horizontal well. It kicks-off at approximately 180m depth following
a build section of around 380m long. The length of a hold section which follows is roughly
1240m. At measured depth of 1830m, another build-up section begins and it lasts until
inclination angle of 88° is reached. Horizontal section has length of 960m. The final measured
depth of the wellbore is 3130.7m.

3.2

RELATIVE DIFFERENCES

Relative differences described in the previous chapter were plotted on graphs which are
presented in this chapter. Differences could also be shown as linear correlations, but the use of
relative differences was decided due to simplicity and better transparency. Each relative
difference is the actual vector of the difference between two methods at certain measured
depth. Basically, the length of these vectors is plotted on the following graphs below. The
length of the vector is divided by measured depth which yields the vector again (since
measured depth is scalar).
Firstly, relative differences between the methods, while taking every survey station are
showed. Since every survey station is taken, the differences should be the smallest.
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Every Survey Station: Relative Difference vs Measured
Depth
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Figure 12: The graph shows relative differences between the methods in the case where every survey
station is taken.

It is clearly visible that any combination with tangential method gives a high relative
difference at any point of the wellbore. Therefore, it can be confidently said that the use of
tangential method should be avoided. The highest difference is almost 2.5% which is over
seven times higher than the difference between average angle method and helical arc method,
for instance.
To discuss the differences between other methods, all the combinations with tangential
method were hidden. After this has been done, it can be observed from Figure 13 that
maximum difference is just above 0.25%. The least correlated in this case is average angle
method, whereas others do not differ significantly. It is seen that helical arc method and
minimum curvature method are constant through the whole wellbore and differ slightly
between zero and 0.05%.
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0,30%

Every Survey Station: Relative Difference vs Measured
Depth
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Figure 13: Relative differences between the methods after eliminating all the combinations with tangential
method – in the case where every survey station is taken.
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Figure 14: The graph shows relative differences between the methods in the case where every second
survey station is taken.
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Secondly, calculations were done with every second survey station taken. The differences
between the methods have, like expected, increased.
Figure 14 shows that any combination with tangential method has by far the highest relative
difference. Maximum relative difference has almost double in comparison with maximum
difference in the previous example. Other combinations cannot be observed from this graph,
therefore, the combinations with tangential method should be hidden for further analysis.

Every 2nd Survey StationRelative Difference vs Measured
Depth
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Figure 15: Relative differences between the methods after eliminating all the combinations with tangential
method – in the case where every second survey station is taken.

In this case angle, average method combinations differ the most from the others. Maximum
relative differences with average angle method are well above 0.15%. The highest difference
is between angle average method and helical arc method. On the contrary, the lowest
difference is again between helical arc and minimum curvature method, although the
difference is higher than in the previous case and it spans between zero and 0.1%.
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Every 3rd Survey Station: Relative Difference vs Measured
Depth
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Figure 16: The graph shows relative differences between the methods in the case where every third survey
station is taken.

In the case when every third survey station is taken, the results are even more obvious than
before. Any combination with tangential method results in very high relative difference. In
this case, maximum difference between any combinations with tangential method is well
above 6% and it does not go below 2%. Other methods differentiate less, but further analysis
needs to be done.
Generally, all the differences increase in case when every third survey station is taken. The
biggest difference is between balanced tangential method and angle average method.
Likewise, big differences occur with all the combinations of balanced tangential method
which might mean that this method is not the best choice. Other combinations seem to be
quite consistent with a very small difference between radius of curvature and minimum
curvature method. In this case, minimum curvature and helical arc method have maximum
difference just below 2.0% which is more than double compared to the case before.
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Every 3rd Survey Station: Relative Difference vs Measured
Depth
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Figure 17: Relative differences between the methods after eliminating all the combinations with tangential
method – in the case where every third survey station is taken.

Lastly, graphs were plotted in case when every fifth survey station is taken.
Figure 18 shows the differences in the case when every fifth station is taken. That means that
only 20% of survey stations is taken which is quite extreme. However, it is a real test how
consistent a method is. Again, all the combinations with tangential method give a huge
difference with its peak at above 12.0%. The differences do not fall under 3.0% at any point.
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Every 5th Survey Station: Relative Difference vs Measured
Depth
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Figure 18: The graph shows relative differences between the methods in the most extreme case - where
every fifth survey station is taken.

Another set of curves are combinations between angle average method, radius of curvature
method, and helical arc method or minimum curvature method. To see this differences easier,
all the combinations of tangential method should be hidden.
After eliminating all the combinations with tangential method, it can be observed that the
combinations with radius of curvature and angle average method have the highest relative
difference. It peaks at approximately 5.0% when comparing angle average and helical arc
method. All the other combinations with radius of curvature method vary between 3.5% and
5.0% at its peak. Helical arc and minimum curvature methods do not differ significantly and
are very consistent. The biggest difference between the two is just above 0.5%. Interestingly,
balanced tangential method is in close arrangement with minimum curvature method.
Furthermore, radius of curvature and average angle method do not differ more than 1.0%.
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Figure 19: Relative differences between the methods after eliminating all the combinations with tangential
method in the case where every fifth survey station is taken.

3.3

VISUALIZATION OF THE WELLPATHS

In this chapter, visualizations of the different methods will be shown. The same as in previous
chapter, it will be shown for cases when every first, every second, every third, and every fifth
survey station is taken. The visualization is going to help to understand graphs presented in
the previous chapter.
First, the methods, when every survey station is taken, were compared and are visualized in
the figure below.
On Figure 20, it can be observed that the differences, which were represented graphically in
the previous chapter, are significant between tangential method and the other five methods.
Tangential method yields significantly different coordinates in all directions. On the contrary,
the other methods are in close arrangement.
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Figure 20: Visualization of all the methods’ wellpaths in the case where every survey point is taken.

Figure 21: Visualization of all the methods’ wellpaths in the case where every second survey point is
taken.
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The above graph shows the case when every second survey station is taken. As observed, the
difference between tangential and other methods is even higher. The other methods are, as
shown before, quite consistent with the biggest difference between balanced tangential and
average angle method.

Figure 22: Visualization of all the methods well paths’ in the case where every third survey point is taken.

Visualization, when every third survey station is taken is shown on the figure above. All the
methods differ more than in previous examples. Tangential method is once again an exception
and differs extremely from the others.
In the case when every fifth survey station is taken, tangential method has huge difference
compared to the other methods and therefore yields significantly different departures from the
real ones. All the other methods differ much more than in the previous cases. In the closest
arrangement are the helical arc and minimum curvature method, whereas angle average and
balanced tangential method yield the highest difference.
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Figure 23: Visualization of all the methods’ wellpaths in the case where every fifth survey point is taken.

3.4

FUTURE RESEARCH

In the future the things listed below could be additionally investigated:
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Analysis between relative differences versus dog-leg severity could be investigated.



Error and accuracy analysis.



Instead of relative differences, linear correlations principle could be used.
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CONCLUSIONS

When survey stations are taken close enough or when a wellbore is vertical, the decision of
which method to use is not so crucial. Nevertheless, nowadays wells are rarely vertical and
due to high costs or tool failure, surveys are rarely taken in a dense manner.
After the analysis, the following conclusions can be made:
1. Tangential method should not be used in any circumstances. As shown in the thesis
tangential method differentiates significantly from other methods in any scenario.
2. For field application, angle average or balanced tangential method are recommended
due to theirs simplicity and relatively good consistency with other methods.
3. For computer calculations minimum curvature or helical arc method should be used.
They both showed very consistent results in all the scenarios. Since the wellbore in
this thesis has shape more favourable to minimum curvature method, it can be said
that the helical arc method would generally give better results.
4. Radius of curvature method is relatively complex. Therefore it is not useful for field
application. With its high relative differences when dog-leg severity is high, it is
debatable when to use it.
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APPENDICES

Confirmation of the proofread editing (potrdilo o lektoriranju magistrske naloge):

And confirmation of that the second part is proofread edited:
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